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Introduction

The occurrence of harassing behaviour in the work environment has been discussed in a variety of literature. Harassment manifests itself in different forms and can have serious consequences for employees. It is important to understand the legal context in which harassment occurs to ensure that appropriate measures are taken to prevent and address such behavior.

behaviours, such as social isolation, silent treatment, rumours, false accusations, threats, ridicule, name calling attacking the victim’s private life or attitudes, excessive criticism, monitoring of work, withholding information or depriving responsibility and physical or verbal aggression.

There is widespread evidence that harassing conduct can cause a wide range of psychological and work-related harm, including diminished work performance, lower job satisfaction, absenteeism, career interruptions, job loss, depression, and health problems. This article examines case law pursuant to anti-discrimination law and cases brought under the ambit of the Protection from Harassment Act 1997 (PHA, 1997). Information on the flow of interpretive case law will no doubt continue to capture the attention of human resource professions who need to be aware of potential legal liability in this domain.

Frost has deployed the term ‘toxic workplace’ to describe the increase in harassing behaviour within organisations, and Hunt et al. have observed that if

---


management allows a climate of disrespect to exist within an organisation, this makes it more likely for certain inappropriate behaviour to be taken for granted, and leads to the creation of an ‘incivility spiral’.

Samani’s work has identified harassment pivoting around specific themes, which include: i) harassment based on a misuse or abuse of power; ii) harassment for a discriminatory reason; iii) harassment due to a personality clash; iv) harassment arising as a result of poor management practice; v) harassment based on characteristics of the victim; vi) harassment borne out of an interaction between individual and situational factors (uncomfortable work environment).

However, whilst the literature referred to is peppered with discussions of the forms harassment might take and the organisational dynamics giving rise to such conduct, there has been a dearth of literature discussing the legal claims made relating to harassment. This research will identify which are the most prominent categories resulting in legal action; lessons for litigants in terms of success or failure of the legal action; consequences for the respective parties of the outcome of legal proceedings and information about the organisational context giving rise to harassment litigation.

In this respect, the work will make important contribution to the existing literature. It will utilise the Samani categories of harassment to identify the most common categories of legal challenge. It will consider the extent to which legal cases fall into the six categories outlined by Samani. Harassing behaviour is often thought to constitute repeated, persistent and continuous conduct; typically single negative acts are not considered harassment. However, in respect of UK law, the requirement for a continuous element to the behaviour is not always required. Under discrimination law one single incident can constitute harassment, whereas in cases brought pursuant to the PHA 1997 conduct must be repeated. A qualitative analysis of case law can reveal the events and processes that led up to a harassing claim, the responses of the parties involved and the outcome of the situation.

1. Legal protection from harassment in the workplace

A significant number of harassment situations that arise in the work environment can be challenged under the relevant provisions of the Equality Act 2010, where they involve discrimination relating to one of the protected characteristics. The current

7 Samani, K., supra note 6, p. 26-36.
provisions relevant to harassment are set out in section 26 of the Equality Act 2010 (EqA)\(^9\).

However, in some situations redress under discrimination law will not be possible, for example, where the time limit for bringing discrimination proceedings has been exceeded or the harassment asserted is not related to a protected characteristic. This might arise if person A was harassed by person B because of a personality clash rather than some personal characteristic based on sex, race, religion, sexual orientation, disability or age. In this context, discrimination law does not provide a remedy.

The PHA creates a statutory tort of harassment. Under section 3 of the PHA, anyone who is, or who may be, the victim of harassment under the PHA may bring a civil claim for compensation against the employee, or employer, if the harassment took place in the course of employment. Under the PHA 1997 section 1, a person must not pursue a course of conduct, (a) which amounts to harassment of another, and (b) which he knows or ought to know amounts to harassment of the other. For the purposes of this section, the person whose course of conduct is in question ought to know that it amounts to harassment of another if a reasonable person in possession of the same information would think the course of conduct amounted to harassment of the other. Under section 2(1), conduct in breach of section 1 is an offence. Section 2(2) states that this offence is summarily triable with a maximum of six months imprisonment and/or a level 5 fine. Section 3 provides that a person who
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9 The EqA 2010, s.26 provides:
(1) A person (A) harasses another (B) if—
(a) A engages in unwanted conduct related to a relevant protected characteristic, and
(b) the conduct has the purpose or effect of—
(i) violating B’s dignity, or
(ii) creating an intimidating, hostile, degrading, humiliating or offensive environment for B.
(2) A also harasses B if—
(a) A engages in unwanted conduct of a sexual nature, and
(b) the conduct has the purpose or effect referred to in subsection (1)(b).
(3) A also harasses B if—
(a) A or another person engages in unwanted conduct of a sexual nature or that is related to gender reassignment or sex,
(b) the conduct has the purpose or effect referred to in subsection (1)(b), and
(c) because of B’s rejection of or submission to the conduct, A treats B less favourably than A would treat B if B had not rejected or submitted to the conduct.
(4) In deciding whether conduct has the effect referred to in subsection (1)(b), each of the following must be taken into account—
(a) the perception of B;
(b) the other circumstances of the case;
(c) whether it is reasonable for the conduct to have that effect.
(5) The relevant protected characteristics are - age; disability; gender reassignment; race; religion or belief; sex; sexual orientation.
is or may be the victim of a course of conduct amounting to harassment can bring a civil action. This claim will be heard in the County Court or the High Court. The Court can award damages, including damages for anxiety, and any resulting financial loss. The victim or potential victim can also ask the Court to grant an injunction restraining the person from any conduct that amounts to harassment. If the person does anything, which is prohibited by that injunction, he or she can be sentenced to imprisonment for contempt of the Court. The level and degree of protection provided under the Act depends on how the courts interpret and apply (a) which amounts to harassment of another, and (b) which he knows or ought to know amounts to harassment of the other.

In what is considered a landmark case Majrowski v. Guy’s & St Thomas’ NHS Trust [2005][10], a clinical audit coordinator for an NHS trust alleged that he was harassed at work by his department manager, partly due to his sexual orientation. He brought a claim for damages against his employer under section 3 of the PHA 1997, claiming that it was vicariously liable for the behaviour of the manager who harassed him. His claim was struck out at first instance on the grounds that the PHA 1997 does not permit vicarious liability. However, the Court of Appeal held that an employer may be held vicariously liable for harassment by its employees, in breach of the PHA 1997, provided that there is a sufficiently clear link between the work and the harassment. The NHS Trust was caught in a pincer forged from the harassing conduct of the employee and an expanded conception of vicarious liability[11]. In an employment context, the PHA 1997 might provide an avenue of relief where a person is subject to harassment outside work by a colleague or a manager.

The decision was significant as it extended the claims that an employee could bring against their employer if they felt that they had been the victim of harassment. Prior to this decision, an employee was limited to bringing claims of discrimination and/or negligence. Following Majrowski, employees could bring harassment claims where there has been conduct which has occurred on at least two occasions, which is targeted at the victim, where they have suffered alarm, anxiety or distress, and where the conduct complained of is ‘oppressive and unacceptable’, not merely ‘unreasonable’ (Lord Nicholls).

2. Method

This paper focuses on legal claims pertaining to harassment. The term claimant is used to refer to the worker who made the original complaint of harassment, and the term respondent refers to the employing organisation defending the claim. Given

that part of this study examines appellate cases, it is important that these particular findings are set in context. Appeal cases are both important and atypical. The appellate cases tend to deal with questions of law, which may make these cases particularly pertinent and different from the run of the mill harassment cases heard by the court of first instance the employment tribunal. However, the appellate cases also provide a detailed review of the first instance hearing in the employment tribunal and identify the key legal and factual issues. The population of individual case records with a harassment component was accessed electronically from a variety of legal databases. A stratified-random sample of one hundred and sixty cases implicating harassment was subject to the analysis.

3. Harassment cases brought under anti-discrimination law

One hundred and sixty harassment cases were selected for the analysis. In respect of the types of harassment, the majority of claims made were related to sex discrimination (67), followed by racial harassment (55), disability harassment (28) and age related harassment (5). Many sex, race and disability harassment cases concerned an uncomfortable work environment and/or a misuse or abuse of power. Twenty percent of claimants held administrative/secretarial positions, and twenty percent were in occupations relating to sales/customer service. Interestingly, twelve percent of claimants were senior managers or officials and this class of claimant was also least successful – having a win rate of only 8 percent.

Forty-nine percent of claimants won cases, while fifty percent lost. Where the nature of harassment complained of was physical, the success rate of claimants was higher than where the harassment complained of was only verbal. A plausible explanation for this might be that it is harder to prove verbal harassment, as sometimes general unpleasantness may be construed as harassment by the complainant, but the tribunals do not go as far as to equate the two. Organisational cultures involving administrative or hierarchical structures were more prone to harassment and bullying as compared to professional occupations.

Tribunals were more receptive and favourable to claimants who had already filed an internal complaint or raised an issue about the harassment alleged, prior to coming before the tribunal. This seems to have lent credibility to the claimant’s case. In some cases, if the tribunal was convinced that the claimant had either come before it in haste or had been slow in doing so, the entire case was set aside (A Ghosh v. Nokia Siemens Network UK Limited)\(^\text{12}\). Claimants who raised formal grievances and took action within the organization were taken more seriously than claimants who resorted to legal action at the first instance. The conduct of claimants in this

respect was kept in mind of tribunals while deciding cases, some tribunals focused on whether the employee had complained about the harassment\textsuperscript{13}. This ignored the reality faced by victims of harassment who did not want to risk being labelled a troublemaker, damaging their career, not being believed, or simply hoping the harassing behaviour would cease.

Since most cases before tribunals came down to whose version of events the tribunal believed, the certainty and clarity with which a case is narrated by the claimant is of paramount importance. In some cases, claimants meticulously kept a diary of events as they occurred and confided in an authority at the relevant time and this was well regarded by tribunals. The courts also placed significance on whether or not the claimant had made their discomfort/distress known to the defendant. If this indeed had happened and the harassing behaviour ended after that, the courts generally took a lenient position as to the defendant.

Claimants who brought no additional claims were most successful, and the success rate was found to be inversely proportional to additional claims brought. The tribunals appreciated concise complaints and responded adversely to exaggerated and vague complaints.

Further, organizations that had an equal opportunities policy that provided a formal mechanism for redress of grievances were much more likely to be avoid liability as compared to an organization that did not.

Even if organizations had indeed looked into the matter an informal “admonishment” by a person of authority or an informal investigation was not generally accepted by the courts as being sufficient to show that all efforts had been taken to avoid such harassment. Courts hold employers to a relatively high standard once a complaint was made, an actual change in the work environment and an actual enhancement of the victim’s level of comfort were taken seriously. Incivility and bullying flourish in unsupportive work groups and normalise competitive and abusive behaviours\textsuperscript{14}.

The analysis of race harassment cases detected that claims were often based on the fact that the claimant had endured a prolonged period of racist behaviour that the employer had not tackled adequately. This finding is consistent with the research of Aston, Hill and Tackey, who found that many race discrimination claims to employment tribunals originated from management failure to support employees’ complaints of racist behaviour from employees and clients\textsuperscript{15}.


Disability harassment cases often originate from inappropriate attitudes being displayed by co-workers towards the disabled. Effective disability awareness training appears to be lacking in both public and private sector organisations to challenge such behaviour/attitudes. For example, in one case an employee was regularly ridiculed and bullied by co-workers about his speech defect, the employer was held liable for the harassment for failing to take measures to stop the behaviour. This reflects the findings of the Equality and Human Rights Commission, which found that harassment is a commonplace experience for disabled people, but a culture of disbelief and systemic institutional failures is preventing it from being tackled effectively (EHRC, 2013, p. 3).

In relation to age discrimination cases, the majority of cases involved claims from older workers rather than younger persons, although one case involved a claim from an 18 year old who endured derogatory remarks about being a teenager. The majority of claims related to older workers who had suffered from age harassment in the form of ageist jokes and other remarks aimed at them by supervisors or work colleagues. The cases were often based on initial ‘joking’ behaviour that subsequently mushroomed out of control, resulting in the claimant feeling hurt and isolated. There were also several cases where managers had instituted discriminatory practices designed to force an old worker out of the workplace.

In summary, claims brought under the discrimination law sphere are often based on injury to feelings arising from a claimant being made to feel uncomfortable in the work environment or as a result of an abuse of power, commonly based around sex, race, or disability harassment.

4. Harassment cases brought under the Protection of Harassment Act 1997

To date, nine cases of harassment related to the work context have been brought under the PHA 1997. Five claims were rejected and four cases were upheld. Utilising the Samani categories of harassment to identify the most common categories of legal challenge: i) harassment based on a misuse or abuse of power; ii) harassment for a discriminatory reason; iii) harassment due to a personality clash; iv) harassment arising as a result of poor management practice; v) harassment based on characteristics of the victim; vi) harassment borne out of an interaction between individual and situational factors (uncomfortable work environment), it was found that two cases related to an abuse of power, four cases related to a clash of personalities, one case related to management failings, and seven cases related to harassment borne out of

---

an interaction between individual and situational factors. In cases brought under the PHA, the majority of cases involved more than one of Samani’s themes.

Whilst the nature of the problem that the Act was introduced to tackle was the stalking of women, it is clear that the Act has a wider ambit than that (Lord Rix, *Iqbal v Dean Manson Solicitors* [2011], para. 1, p. 2)\(^\text{18}\) and has a direct application to workplace harassment. It is possible for a range of behaviour and conduct perpetuated in the workplace to be regarded as “course of conduct” under the Act. Even if there is a reasonable interval between the incidents, this may not prevent an employee bringing a claim\(^\text{19}\). *Green v. DB Group Services*\(^\text{20}\) illustrates that many incidents viewed in isolation would amount to no more than unpleasant behaviour, but it is their cumulative effect that has to be considered. In this case, much of the behaviour that the victim was subject to might be viewed as childish and petty, but dealing with it on a daily basis had a serious, cumulative psychological impact. Such conduct gave rise to a foreseeable risk of psychiatric injury that an employer should have taken steps to prevent. This particular case was a good example of how vindictive and spiteful behaviour can be ‘contagious’ and spread among a workgroup within an organisation\(^\text{21}\). Harassing behaviour established under the PHA often reflected a form of psychological harassment and emotional aggression disturbing the workplace norm of mutual respect\(^\text{22}\). In terms of the impact on the victim, the majority of claimants alleged to be suffering from severe depression or stress disorders as a result of the conduct endured.

For a PHA claim to be sustained in a workplace setting, harassment must be established, going beyond unpleasant and unreasonable behaviour, and be likely to produce the consequences of anxiety, alarm or distress.

Cases brought under the PHA tended to centre around the fact that: (i) the harassing behaviour arose because the perpetrator disliked something about the personality or character of the victim; (ii) the harassing behaviour was prompted because of a work related issue, for example, drawing management attention to the poor working practices of co-workers (in these circumstances, the response of

---

18 *Iqbal v Dean Manson Solicitors* [2011], EWCA 1 ALLER (D) 163, para. 1, p. 2.
20 *Green v. DB Group Services* [2006], EWHC,1898 (QB).
management can be crucial to ensuring that incidents do not escalate out of hand); (iii) a number of cases involved the improper exercise of power with a stronger party being accused of unfairly treating a weaker party in the work context.

The analysis of court decisions revealed that in cases that were lost by the employer, it was evident that there was a culpable want of care on the part of either a line manager or HR department. There was evidence of a failure to deal with longstanding problems or a failure to undertake investigations into bullying when complaints were made. In many cases, the employing organisation failed across an extended period to pay proper attention to complaints from victims of harassment in the workplace.

In contrast, in some appellate-level cases, the Court of Appeal commented negatively on some claimants who took multiple claims arising out of the same incidents; the claimant in one case, in addition to the PHA case, took actions for wrongful dismissal, unfair dismissal, and sexual harassment in the employment tribunal. In the mind of the Court of Appeal, the multiple claims undermined the credibility of the claimant, suggesting it was unfounded and speculative in nature.

An important finding unearthed in the case analysis was that the majority of claimants had made a complaint to the organisation about harassing behaviour, but that the complaint was not properly dealt with. The result was that the problem festered, the situation escalated, and the legal action ultimately commenced.

It is clear that developments in respect to legal actions based on the PHA should prompt organisations to consider making changes to HR policies. It would be in employing organisations’ interests to develop procedures to identify and deal with worker conflict and worker grievances. This is particularly the case given the consequences that the harassment can have for the victim. It is often asserted that the harassment has resulted in the claimant suffering a major depressive disorder.

There is a range of alternative management strategies that employers might take in an attempt to redress the situation. Some potential methods might include the following: the use and management of whistle-blowing mechanisms and the focus on support systems for those with grievances or on mediation methods23. Advice for human resources management includes staff training and other methods to curtail harassment, thereby avoiding associated costs altogether. Early and informal mediation could be deployed in which the parties are allowed to air their views; this may resolve grievances that would otherwise fester. For example, those against whom the complaint is made might be unaware of the impact of their action. If they are made aware of its effect, it is at least possible that they will recognise that their conduct has been objectionable and change their attitude.

It is particularly important to safeguard an employer’s legal position under the Protection from Harassment Act 1997, because, as highlighted earlier, unlike a legal action taken under the equality legislation by a claimant, there are no reasonable steps to defend vicarious liability under an action taken by a claimant under the PHA; thus, workplace measures to minimise the likelihood of litigation are particularly important in this domain. In particular, where a potential case of harassing behaviour arises in the workplace, an employer should do the following: a) consider acting on any known tendency that an alleged perpetrator has for aggression and abuse towards colleagues; b) heed or act upon the employee complaint of violent or abusive behaviour; c) consider the appropriateness of disciplinary action against the alleged perpetrator, and d) take any adequate steps necessary to protect the alleged victim from the alleged perpetrator, such as transferring the alleged perpetrator or victim to different work areas.

In summary, claims under the PHA tend to be based on an allegation of repeated and sustained behaviour based around personality of the victim/an/or work based issues that results in perceived abuse by the victim. Victims often claim to be suffering from severe depression as a result of the events.

It is evident from court judgments that employers must deal with claims of harassment more effectively so as to guard against litigation. Hunt et al.\textsuperscript{24} observe that if management allows a climate of disrespect to exist within an organisation, this makes it more likely for certain inappropriate behaviour to be taken for granted, and leads to the creation of an ‘incivility spiral’. This is where discourteous behaviour becomes routine and regarded as normal by employees and employers\textsuperscript{25}.

Human resource departments must adopt a more constructive and effective system for responding to harassment complaints. Individual employers need to identify the structural, organisational and cultural barriers that might impede an effective response to a complaint of harassment. Potent policies and practices need to be implemented for HR managers to curtail harassment and thus avoid the spectre of litigation. Porto\textsuperscript{26} stresses the need for strong policy statements and a strong code of conduct, in addition to clear reporting mechanisms and instant access to senior leaders who are empowered to take immediate action. Feblinger (2008) asserts that employer interventions need to create a positive organisational environment and decrease interpersonal mistreatment\textsuperscript{27}.


\textsuperscript{25} Ibid.


It is important for employers to note that under the PHA, damages can be recovered for anxiety falling short of an identifiable injury to health, i.e. injury to feelings. Such awards are not covered by the Employers Liability (Compulsory Insurance) Act 1969\(^{28}\) (Barrett, 2005, p. 264)\(^{29}\).

**Conclusion**

There are some important points for claimants and their representatives to consider in crafting a legal case of harassment either under anti-discrimination law or under the Protection of Harassment Act 1997, in order to maximise their chances of winning.

First, a claimant who has made a formal complaint to the employer prior to resorting to legal action tends to have a greater likelihood of success. This is a particularly interesting finding in the light of the research by Pollert\(^{30}\), who examined workplace grievances taken to Britain’s employment tribunals. This research found that only 14% of workers who took legal action used formal grievance procedures in an attempt to avoid recourse to legal action. Furthermore, research about sexual harassment litigation by Lockwood et al.\(^{31}\) also observed that claimant chances of success were heightened if an internal complaint had been made prior to commencing legal action.

Second, claimants who obtained access to legal advice and resources at an early stage of the dispute process had a better chance of success. This finding is consistent with previous research by Ozcan\(^{32}\) into judicial outcomes of disability discrimination cases at appellate level. Good quality legal advice at an early stage in the process is a significant factor in aiding the construct of any subsequent court action.

Third, claimants who made additional complaints together with the harassment claim were less likely to win. In the mind of the EAT, the multiple claims undermined the credibility of the claimant and suggested that the litigation was unfounded and speculative in nature.

Fourth, claimants who had used the questionnaire procedure prior to taking legal action in the employment tribunal had a greater likelihood of success. The
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\(^{28}\) Employers Liability (Compulsory Insurance) Act 1969, HMSO.


questionnaire procedure provides a claimant a crucial opportunity to gather the necessary evidence to prove his/her case. The evidence available to this study indicates that it is more difficult to win a harassment case where no questionnaire has been served. The recent decision by the conservative led coalition government to remove the questionnaire system is therefore cause for concern. It may well make it more difficult for claimants to establish harassment.
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